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COVID-19 Vaccine Delivery Monitoring
The COVID-19 vaccines coming from Pfizer and Moderna both require storage and transportation at Ultra Low
Temperatures (ULT). The Pfizer vaccine at -70°C +/- 10°C whereas Moderna requires -20°C. Both can be transferred
to standard medical refrigerators for short periods of time. The latest COVID-19 vaccine to be announced from
AstraZeneca requires less extreme temperatures and can be transported in the 2°C to 8°C range.
Despite the accelerated development and testing of the vaccine, possibly the biggest challenge will be the cold chain
logistics involved in moving billions of doses to all corners of the world. There are few logistics providers, health care
facilities and warehouses that are prepared for continuously moving vaccines through a cold chain as low as -80°C.
The World Health Organization estimate that currently 50% of vaccines are wasted globally every year because of
temperature excursions occurring in the cold chain.
AKCP, the world’s oldest and largest supplier of network-enabled sensors, have turned their years of experience in
professional sensor solutions to the pharma industry. We have developed a COVID-19 vaccine delivery monitoring
system. With so much at stake in terms of cost of vaccines and the efficacy of the immunization, AKCP has developed
a complete end to end monitoring solution. Battery-powered sensors, based on their Wireless Tunnel™ technology
connect with gateways placed at strategic locations throughout the cold chain. Track vaccines from bulk shipments to
an individual vial.

AKCP Pharma-Mon vaccine delivery monitoring and tracking solution enables you to check every stage of the cold chain.
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Challenge - Maintaining The Cold Chain
Maintain the ULT cold chain as vaccines are transported from manufacturing facilities
and regional distribution centers.
During transportation, vaccines pass through two critical stages. The first is as they pass from manufacturing facilities
to regional distribution centers. The second is as they pass through regional centers and the vaccines are distributed
to many healthcare facilities and pharmacies.
Stage 1:
Manufacturers need to have storage facilities that act as a staging area where the bulk shipments are kept prior to
dispatch. It is important that a seamless cold chain be maintained when transitioning from the bulk storage facilities to
the loading area and throughout the transportation to the regional center.
Stage 2:
The bulk shipments will be split to smaller packages at the regional warehouses before being dispatched to local
healthcare facilities and pharmacies. This is another critical stage, as the cold chain must remain unbroken until final
delivery. The maintenance of the cold chain at this stage will rely on dry ice, active refrigeration and passive cooling
containers. In some countries where infrastructure is less developed, the time taken to transit from regional facilities
to local facilities can mean temperature excursions are more likely to occur. Dry ice for example sublimates over
time, meaning once the containers are loaded the clock starts.

AKCP Pharma-Mon Solution
End to end monitoring of vaccines from manufacturer, to regional and local healthcare facilities
with integrated sensors and IoT platform.
The AKCP Pharma-Mon Solution incorporates our Wireless Tunnel™
technology with NIST traceable, calibrated temperature sensors,
internal calibration integrity check and fail-over.
NIST2 Wireless Temperature Sensors are battery powered, and log
data internally when they are not in range of a Wireless Tunnel
Gateway. Sensors are attached to shipments, placed in warehouses,
storage facilities, cold chain delivery trucks and refrigerators.
Wireless Tunnel Gateways are placed at strategic points throughout
the cold chain and collect the data from sensors when they are in
range. While in transport live data can be received via the cellular 4G
network. Track package location and temperature. Receive alerts if
temperature excursions are imminent.
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AKCPro Server for Pharma-Mon is a cloud based IoT platform with a drag and drop user interface. Drag bulk
shipments to transport methods, storage facilities. Break bulk shipments down to carton, boxes and individual vials.
Scalable, suitable for monitoring end to end vaccine delivery and storage, or monitoring of a few medical
refrigerators in a health facility.

AKCPro Pharma-Mon Server refrigerator view. Monitor inventory, expiry dates, usage and
view historical graph of vaccine temperature, including accumulated temperature excursions.

Historical view in Pharma-Mon Server. Track a shipment through the cold chain, view history
of transport methods, and temperature.

